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1.

Introduction

On the direct decompositions of (universal) algebras, applying to all
of groups, rings, linear algebras and lattices, many researches have been
made, but almost all of them are concerned with the decompositions
into a finite number of factors. In the present paper we attempt to extend
those earlier results to the case of infinite factors and clarify the structure
of some algebras.
By an algebra A, we shall mean below a set of elements, together
with a number of finitary operations / Λ . Each fΛ is a single-valued
function assigning for some finite n = n(ct) to every sequence (xlf •••, xn)
of n elements of A, a value fΛ(x19 ••-, ΛΛ) in A A congruence relation Θ
on an algebra A is an equivalence relation x=y(θ) with the substitution property for each fΛ: If Xi=yAΘ), then fΛ(x19 •••, xn)=fa(vly
•••, yn)
(θ). A congruence relation θ on A generates a homomorphism of A onto
the algebra Θ(A) of subsets C(a, θ)= {x x = a(e)} of A, which we denote
by the same notation θ. If we define #<<p to mean that x=y(e) implies
x=y{φ)y
then all congruence relations on A form a complete, upper
continuous lattice ®G4), which we shall call the structure lattice of A.
By the (complete) direct union A = ILωeΩAω of algebras Aω having the
same operations fΛ is meant the algebra whose elements are the sets
{xω ω£Ω} with xωeAωy
in which algebraic combination is performed
component by component: If x*= {xi; ω£O}, then fa(x\ •••, **)={/ Λ (*i,
- , * : ) ; ωeί2}.
Direct factorizations of an algebra A are correlated with the latticetheoretic properties of congruence relations on A for instance
THEOREM 1.1. The representations of an algebra A as a direct union
A = A1x -xAn correspond one-one with the sets of permutable congruence
relations θly •••, θn on A satisfying

= 0

and (01Λ.. n 0 ί _ 1 ) u 0 ί = / [>' = 2, ••-, ri\.

But this theorem does not hold for infinite n. We first intend to
obtain the corresponding theorem for infinite n, by introducing the con-
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cept of L-restricted factorizations, which includes complete direct factori1
zations and discrete or finitely-restricted direct factorizations. >
We shall state in § 2 some important preliminaries on congruence
relations, and define in § 3 L-restricted factorizations and show the first
main theorems mentioned above. In § 4 we shall especially discuss the
relations between finitely restricted factorizations and congruence relations, and obtain a unique factorization theorem. In § 5 we shall deal
with factorizations into simple factors and give a condition for some
algebras to be completely reducible. Further we prove in § 6 the unicity
of factorizations for algebras with distributive structure lattices and
derive some other properties of such algebras, in referrence to which
we shall clarify in § 7, 8 the structure of some lattices.
All the basic theories and notations employed throughout this work
may be found in Birkhoff [1], Ore [5] and Shoda [6].
2. Preliminaries on congruence relations
A semilattice is a partially ordered set K any two of whose elements
have a least upper bound xvjy. In the present paper we shall assume
that any semilattice contains the least element 0. An ideal of a semilattice if is a non-void subset / of K satisfying (1) x £ J and y £ / imply
χ\jyejy and (2) xej and t<^x imply tej.
It is easily shown that all
ideals of a semilattice K form a complete, upper continuous lattice J(K)y
which includes K by identifying an element a€ K with the principal
ideal (α] generated by a.
An element a of a complete lattice L is called inaccessible if any
covering {xΛ} of a7 i.e., a set of elements xΛ satifying \/xa>a9 contains
a finite covering {xai} of a. Let a and b be inaccessible and suppose
that \/xa>a\jb.
Then {xΛ} contains finite coverings \'xai^>a and
\JxΛj^>_by and then \/xΛiv\/xΛj*>a\jb.
Hence a\jb is also inaccessible.
Accordingly,
2.1. The inaccessible elements of any complete lattice L form
a semilattice K(L).
LEMMA

Now an ideal / of a semilattice K is written J=\/a^Aa].
If / is
inaccessible in J(K), then / = (a^\ \J (#„] = (ax \J \J a^\. Conversely, if
(tf]</v, namely ae\/J^y then we can find a finite number of ai£j^)i
such that a<β1 \j — \jan\ hence (a]</Vlu
w/V|l. So inaccessible elements
in J(K) are nothing but principal ideals. Hence
1) On rings, discrete direct sums in the sense of N. H. McCoy, Subdirect sums of rings,
Bull. Amer. Math. Soc. 53 (1947).
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2.2.
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If K is any semilattίce, K(J(K)) = K.

If a subset S of a complete lattice L contains inf X for every subset
X<LS, then we call S f\-closed. Dually if S always contains sup X, then
we call S \J-closed. If S is /\-closed and V"~ c l ose d> then S is called a
closed sublattice. A closed sublattice is a complete lattice as a sublattice
of L.
Now let A be an algebra, ®(A) the lattice of congruence relations
on A and 2 a closed sublattice of ®(A). If P is a set of pairs (a, b) of
elements of A, we define the congruence relation 0^(P) generated by P
in 2, as the least of elements Θ of 2 satisfying aθb for every pair
(a,b)£P.
It is easily seen that θχ(P)=\/ζa,bχpθχ(a,b),
where θ^ia, b)
is the congruence relation generated by one pair (a, b).
2.3. A congruence relation θ is inaccessible in 2 if and only
if it is generated by a finite set of pairs of elements.
LEMMA

PROOF. Let θ be inaccessible and P the set of all pairs (aa, bΛ)
satisfying aΛθbΛ. Then evidently θ = θ%(P) = \/jθ^(aΛybΛ).
Since θ is
inaccessible, there exist a finite numbei of pairs (a{, b{) G P such that
0 = Vi0s(Λί> ^ ) Conversely, if 0 = V« *Mαί>*f) fo r a finite number of
pairs (αf , δ# ) and {0Λ} is a covering of <9 in 2, then \je^e^(aiy'bi)
and
at=bi (\Jθa) hence we can find a finite number of 0,VG {#Λ} and « f 7 Gi4
such that ai = ai0θilailθi2θinain = bi. Therefore V^ v ^ s ( Λ » *<) a n d w e
get a finite covering {0f7} of <9.
Now inaccessible elements of 2 form a semilattice K= K(2). If we
denote by 0 an element of 2 and by / an ideal in K> then we can
consider (natural) mappings J(θ) = {#<, 0Λ<;<9, 0α 6 if} of 2 into the lattice
J(K) formed by all ideals of K and 0(/) = Vβ Λ eA of /(ZΓ) into 2. It is
easy to show that Θ(J(Θ))<Θ and J<>J{Θ(J)). xθy implies θτ(xy y)<J9,
θτ(x,y)ej(θ),
θτ(xy y) ^Θ(J(Θ)) and x=y(θ{J(θ)))
hence θ£θ(J{θ)).
If
<p€j(θ(J)), then φ<Lθ(J) = \/θΛ£jθΛ and we can find a finite number of
0, G/ satisfying φ<\/Θiy
since φ is inaccessible. Since 7 is an ideal,
we have V61* €/> <PeJ a n d h e n c e J(0U))<J.
Thus θ(J(θ))=θ, J{θ{f))=J
and evidently this correspondence Θ->J is order-preserving; hence we have
THEOREM

2.1. //" 2 is a closed sublattice of Θ(A), then 2^/(iΓ(2)).

In this meaning we call ίί(Σ) the kernel of 2. 2)
Again we deal with permutability of congruence relations.

Two

2) By the way, the lattice L (A) of all subalgebras of A has the same structure :
L=/(/ίΓ(L)). Furthermore it can bs proved that any ideal lattice J(K) is isomorphic with
the lattice of all subalgebras of some algebra.
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congruence relations Θx a n d Θ2 a r e called permutable,
implies xθλθ2y, i.e., xθ1zθ2y for some z.
LEMMA 2.4.

Let

θlt

, θn

be congruence

relations

if

on

χ=y(θx\jθ^

A

and

put

φ. = θ1r\~-r\θi_1r\θi+1r\
"r\θH.
If φιy •••, φn are permutable and xly •••,
jc w €i4 satisfy Xg^XjiφgKjφj) for every pair (i, j), then we can find an
element

xeA

satisfying

X=ΞΞXI (0, ) .

PROOF. Since *i=* i + i(0W9>i+i)> we c a n find xiti+1eA
i9> + Λ a n d # fii+1 9> f #,+ 1 for i = l , •••, w—1. Suppose t h a t

and

Λf ,ί+1.....ί+*9>A +i. -..ί+i> for i = l ,

such t h a t

~,n-p.

If / + ^ + l < w , we have Λ:ί +1( .., ί+/,+i<Pί+/,+Λ+i, I/+/, and Λf,...i|.+^=Λ;f.+li...lί
(ψi^Ψi+p+i) hence w e can find xL...ti+p+1e
A such that *f...sί+j+i9>. +*+Av -. +*
and Λf ,...,f+ί+1 9> f Λ,+1,...,,+ ί + 1 . So that we can always find xit...ιi+peA
satisfying (1). T h e n

Since 9 ^ < 0 , for ,/Φί,. we have JC^Λ,...,,,.
This proposition however does not hold when {#,-} is not a finite set.
We call a set S of congruence relations completely permutable if and only
if any subset {#V}<^S satisfies the following condition : If
xλ^xlί(φλ\jφμ)9
where <pλ = / \ v φ λ 0 v , there exists xeA such that X=ΞBX^(Θ ). If S is
completely permutable, then all congruence relations in S are permutable.
Further it is easily shown that the joins \JΘV of any number of permutable
congruence relations 0V are permutable hence
V

LEMMA 2.5. Let 2 be a closed sublattice of®(A).
is completely permutable, then 2 is permutable.

If the kernal K(Σ)

We give next some useful examples of completely permutable congruence relations.
THEOREM 2.2. Let S be a [\-closed set of permutable congruence
relations. If S satisfies the descending chain condition, then S is completely permutable.
PROOF. Let X= {<9V} be any subset of S and choose θg e X so that
θi^θ1r\'"Γ\θi_1.
Since S satisfies the descending chain condition, the
chain Θ1^>θίr\θ2^>θ1r\θ2r\θ3^>'" must end at θ1r\---r\θn; namely every
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<9V G X satisfies θv>θxr\ ••• Aθ n . Now assume that xλ^xμι(φλ\jφμ)y
where
<Px = Λ**&
If we set Y= {θly - , θn}y Z=X- Yy <p = /\θ^θv and
θ/z^θi/Λφ, then ψi . = 0/A A ^ A ^ Λ . r\θn' and xi^^xj(cpi\jφ^).
Since <p; are permutable, we can find x such that #=#,(#/) and hence
XΈΞΞX^Θi) for / = 1, ••, ny by Lemma 2.4. If θκeZy then <pK<exr\••• A<9
= /\β^zθv<φi and hence x^^x^φ^.
Since #/<<p<# λ and <
we have #=jt;λ(#λ), completing the proof.

W

THEOREM 2.3. Z>/ yl fe β Boolean algebra. Then K(®{A)) is completely permutable if and only if A is complete.
PROOF. All congruence relations and all ideals of a Boolean algebra
A correspond one-one, and it follows from Lemma 2.2 that congruence
relations 0V in K(®(A)) correspond to principal ideals (<zv] so that {x;
xθβ} = {x; *<<z v }. It is easy to see that xθ^y is equivalent to (ΛA/)
\J(X'r\y)θβ, (xr\y')\j(x'r\y)<Cav and xr\a^<Cy<Zχ\ja^.
Assume that A is complete, {θv} is any subset of K(®(A)) and {av}
is the set of elements corresponding to θv. If we put Λvφλtfv = #λ> then
*λ=Xμ.(ΛvΦλ^vvΛVTA) implies (xλr\x/)\j(xλf Ax μ )<b λ \Jb μ . Set x = Λλ
(\/vφλ6v w jcλ). Then * A #/ < (\/vφ;χδv V7 jcμ) A X/ = (VVΦ^V) ^ ^μ7 fC α^, since
for vΦμ. ^AΛμ==(Vλ(Λv+λV^V))^Λ;μ = Vλ(ΛvΦλ6v/^Λ:λ/^Λ;μ)
Φa(ΛvΦλδ/^(δ λ w6 μ ))<\/λφ ί χ(V Aδ λ)<^μ.
namely jt:^Λ:μ(^μ).

Hence

(*A*/)^(*'^*μ)

Conversely if K(®(A)) is completely permutable, we shall show that
A contains sup X for any subset X— {x^ μ£ M} of A. We first prove
in the case xλr\xμ = Oy hence # A < # / , for λφ/^. Let {av vEJV} be the
set of upper bounds of X and put JCV = 0 for v G iV" and #μ = Λ:μ/ for μe M.
Then we have Xξ<av for ?, 77 G M-f N provided ξφy; hence (Xξί\xv')\j
υ
U/ΛΛ J G Λ c τ ^ ] Λ c Φ ) ) ( ^ ] . If follows from complete permutability
that we can find xeA such that x=Xξ(at) for ξe M+Ny whence x=0{a^)y
/
meaning #<<zv, for v G Λ^ and ^ ^ ^ ( J I : / ) , meaning Λ:>Λ;μA(Λ:/) = Λ:μ, for
μ£ M. Thus JC — sup X Next we prove generally by using transfinite
induction. Assume that A contains yμ = \/v<^xv for μ<Cκ and put ^i = Λlf
Then ^4 contains wλ = \/μ<λ^μ. for λ</c, since 2μΛ2v = 0 for
Evidently un=yn for any finite n. If wμ=^μ for ^<[X</e,
then 2 μ < # μ and Mλ>«μw^fI(=i3;μw(<y/AΛ:(i()>Λ:μ, for μ<C\ whence we have
for λ < > , especially wκ = V/^<A> completing the proof.
3. L-restricted factorizations
If A is a finite algebra, then by factoring again and again each
factor of the direct factorization of A we can obtain a representation
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of A as a direct union of directly indecomposable algebras, but an
infinite algebra ihas not necessarily such a factorization. Again in the
theory of many algebras, such as groups, rings etc., we often consider
the finitely restricted direct union, i.e., the subsystem of elements of
IL4ω whose components excluding some finite number are identical with
those of a special element 0. In this view we feel the necessity to
extend the meaning of direct unions.
Let ί2 be a set of indices ω and L a family of subsets of Ω. Then
it is natural to define an L-restricted direct union ΠCL)^4ω to mean a
subalgebra S of the complete direct union A = Tίω£ΩAω such that
(I)

x={xω;

(II) χ={xω;
imply y£S.

ω£Γ2}, y—{yω;
ωeΩ}y

y={yω;

ωen}
ω£Ω}f

and xyy£S
XβS

and

imply {ω
{ω

xωφyω}
Xωφyω}βL

While this is an extended interpretation of direct unions, for any
partition Ωί = Ω1-hΠ2J S = Π ( L V 4 ω must be decomposed into a direct union
ΠcLly4ω x ΠCL2y4ω so that the components of χ={χω; ωeΩ] be x1={xω;
ωGΩj, # 2 = {xω ω£ί2 2 }. If χ=(χly χ2) and y=(y19 y2) under the above
decomposition, then z=(ylf x2) € S must have the components zω such
that zω=yω for ωGΩj and zω = xω for ωeί2 2 , and then {ω xωφyω} =M
implies {ω xωφzω} =Mr\Πlm
Hence L must contain iVwith Mprovided
iV<M. If we omit the factors Aω which consist of only on© element
from any direct union, we get an isomorphic system hence we shall
assume, without loss of generality, that every factor Aω contains two
or more elements. Then it follows from the condition (II) that for
MyN£L we can find xy y, zeS so that {ω x^Φy^ =My {ω; xωφzω}
= Nr\(Ω,— M) and hence {ω yωφzω] =M\JN.
In summary we must
assume that L is an ideal of the Boolean algebra 2Ω of all subsets of 12.
If L coincides with the whole Boolean algebra 2Ω, then ΠCL)Aω
coincides with the complete direct union ΠωζΩz4ω, and if L is the ideal
of all finite subsets of Ω, then ΠCL)/lω becomes a finitely restricted direct
union.
We can define an L-restricted subdirect union of Aω in the same
way. A subdirect union of Aω is a subalgebra S of the direct union
Πω€Ω^4ω such that all elements of Aω appear as ω-components of elements
of S. If S is a subdirect union of A^ satisfying the condition (I) mentioned above, then we say thai S is an L-restricted subdirect union of
Aω.
We shall now correlate L-restricted factorizations of an algebra A
with congruence relations on A. If A is decomposed into a subdirect
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union of {Aω ω e 12}, then the correspondence from each element x =
{xω ω e 12} to its ω-component #ω is a homomorphism #*, of A onto Aω,
and hence generates a congruence relation, which may be denoted by
the same notation θ*. Hence every subdirect factorization of A is
written in the form {Θ*(A) ω6ί2} which means the subdirect factorization where the ω-component of x is θ*[x).
Ω
Let L be an ideal of the Boolean algebra 2 . All ideals of L form
a complete atomic distributive lattice /(L), which includes L as a
sublattice by identifying an element Me L with the principal ideal of L
generated by M, which we shall denote by the same notation M.
Again the subset {M; MeL, M3 ω} of L forms a prime ideal Pω. Associating Pω with θ*> we can characterize an L-restricted subdirect
factorization as follows.
THEOREM 3.1. Let {θ* ω€ί2} be a set of congruence relations on an
algebra A and L an ideal of the Boolean algebra 2Ω. Then A is decomposed
into an L-restricted subdirect union {Θ*{A) ω€ί2} if and only if for every
ideal J of L there exists a congruence relation Θ[J) on A which satisfies
(1)

0 ( Λ Λ ) = Λ « ,

(4)

6>* = 6>(PJ, where Pω={M;

(2)

0(0) = 0 ,

(3)

\/MeLθ(M)=I,

MeLy

PROOF. Suppose that A is decomposed into an L-restricted subdirect
union of {Θ*{A) ω£Ω]. By xω we denote the ω-component of xeA,
i.e., xω = θ%{x). Associated with MeL, we define the congruence relation
θ{M)=/\ωςQ-Mθ*.
It is easily seen that M<N implies Θ[M)<Θ[N) and
the relation x=Ξy(θ{M)) is equivalent to {ω Λrωφyω}<M. If / is an
ideal of L, we set Q(]) = \fMzjQ{M). Then it is obvious that {ω # ω Φ
yω} ej implies x=y[θ(J)). Conversely if #=jy(#(/)), there exist a finite
number of elements xo = x, xly •••, xn = y of A and congruence relations
θ[Mi) with M{eJ such that xi.1^xi{θ{Mi)).
Then x=y[θ[M))9 where
M = \JMie J hence the relation x==y(θ(J)) is equivalent to {ω xωφyω}
ej. Now the relation x=y[/\θ{J^)) is equivalent to {ω *ωφ;yω} € / v
for all v, {ω; ^ Φ ^ } e Λ / v and χ=y(θ(/\JJ) hence Θ(/\JJ=/\Θ(JJ.
Since 0(O) = Λ eQβίι *=y(0(O)) implies Jtrω=3;ω for all ω; hence θ{0) = 0.
By the definition of L-restricted factorizations, any two elements x, y
satisfy M= {ω Λ:ωΦ^ω} e L and Λ=^(ί(Λf)) so \ZMeLθ{M) = L The
relation Λ : = J ( ^ * ) , where ?/GΩ, is equivalent to {ω xωφyω}3v,
{ω jtω
Φ J ω } eP^ and Λ=y(«(^)) hence Θ*=Θ(PJ.
Conversely suppose that congruence relations Θ(J) satisfy the conditions (l)-(4). Putting xω = θ*(χ) and * * = { * „ ; ωGί2}, we have the
homomorphism x-+x* of A into Ί1Θ*(A). It follows from (1) and (2)
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that Λ«€Ω*ί = Λ € Ω < W =β(Λ»^Pω) =θ(0) = 0 , and ** = j * implies x=y
[θ*) for all ω e ί2 and # = :y hence {#ί (A) ω € 12} is a subdirect factorization of A. It follows from (3) that any x, y£A satisfy jt=j;(\/ M α ^M))
and we can find a finite sequence of elements xo = x, x19 •», χn=y and
congruence relations 0(Mf ) M{eL so that xi_1^xi[θ(Mi)).
If M=\JMi9
then Me L and 0(ΛΓ,) <0(Af) hence x=y(θ(M)). Since 0(M)=0(/\ω6Ω_MPω)
Λ;
; 6> Λί
= Λω6Ω-M^Ϊ> =3 ( ( )) means {ω; # ω Φ:y ω }<M, whence {ω; xωφyω} eLy
completing the proof.
The correspondence /-*#(/), mentioned in the above theorem, is not
necessarily one-one. It is natural to call a component Av in a subdirect
factorization {Aω ω € 12} of A redundant, if the correspondence {xω ω
eΩ]->{xω) ω€ί2—η) is an isomorphism of A into Π ^ Q . , ^ , and a
subdirect factorization irredundant, if none of its component is redundant.
If we denote by θv the congruence relation corresponding to the one-element subset {?;} GL, namely θΎ} = θ(η)=:/\ω^Ύiθ^y then it is obviously seen
that Ay, is redundant if and only if θn = 0. If M is any subset of ί23), by
Θ(M) we denote the congruence relation corresponding to the ideal J(M)
of L which consists of elements of L included in M Since J(M) =
ΛCOCΩ-ΛΛ, ^ ( M ) = Λ ^ Ω V ( ^ ) .
If Θ{M) = Θ{N) is compatible with
M-Ne v, then ΘV<Θ(M) = Θ(N)<Θ* and 0, = O, whence A,, is redundant.
So we infer that the correspondence M->Θ(M) is one-one if and only if
the factorization is irredundant. However even if M^Θ(M) is one-one,
J->Θ(J) is not necessarily one-one. We can prove that if {Aω ω£Ω]
is the L-restricted direct decomposition, the above correspondence is
isomorphic. Namely, denoting by 2 the closed sublattice of ®(A)
generated by {#*}, we can deduce the following theorem.
THEOREM 3.2. The representations of an algebra A as an L-resticted
direct union of {Aω ω G Ω} correspond one-one with closed sublattices 2
of ®(A) satisfying that

(1) Σ 3 0, /,

( 2) K(1)^L,

(3) ϋΓ(2) is completely perrnutable,

where K&) denotes the kernel of 2.
PROOF. Suppose that A = HCL^Aω and define the congruence relations
Θ(J), corresponding to the ideals/of L, in the same way as in Theorem
3.1. We shall show that the set 2 of the congruence relations Θ(J) is
a closed sublattice of ®(A). Suppose that x=y(θ(\/fv)) and put M=
{ω; xωφyω}.
Then Me\//v and hence we can choose a finite number
of subsets Mi of ί2 so that M=\JMiy AffAMi = 0 (iφj) i, j=l, •••, n
3) The set M need not be contained in L hence /(M) is not necessarily a principal ideal.
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We define formally the elements

x*={xl; α)GΩ} with xt = xit^1 for ω e M , and xl=yω for ω € M t .
Since Λ G ^ and { ΰ ) ; j c i φ j t ω } = M 1 υ - υ M ί € L , j c ί 6 A
Again since {ω
xiω~1'^xί} belongs to some / v , xi~1=xi
mod some 0(/v) hence #=jy
(VWv))> proving Θ(\JJ»)<Θ(JV). It is obvious that 0(\//v))> VWv)> so
we have θ(\JJv) = \/θ(Jy). Combining this with Theorem 3.1, we infer
that Σ is a closed sublattice of ®(A) generated by {0*} and the correspondence J->Θ\J) is a homomorphism. If J1—J23My given jc€i4, we
set y so that yω = xω for ω 6 M and j>ωφΛ;ω for ωeM. Then since {ω
#»Φ:Vω} = M G L, J> G ^4 and ^ s j y ^ / j ) ) , #φjy(0(/ 2 )). Hence Σ is isomorphic
with J(L) and accordingly K(Σ)^Ly by Lemma 2.2. It remains to prove
(3). If {ΘJ<K(Σ)
and <pλ =/\ v φ λ 6\, > then 0V is written 0V = 0(MV) with
M V GL and so ^ λ = 0θ\/vΦλΛίv). If * λ = ^ ( < p λ n ^ μ ) , then
Λvφ λ M v wΛvφ μ M v , {ω; ^ = ^}>Vvφ λ (^-M v )AVvφ.,(Ώ
A ( O — M λ ) and hence ωG (Ω—Mλ)rλ(ί2—Mμ^ implies #£ = Λ£ We set
Λ : = {jtω ω G Ω} so that if ω G A ^ v , %ω be arbitrary, and if ω is contained
in some O—M λ , then # ω = Λ;£;. Then Jtrω = ^ for any λ satisfying
Ω - M λ 9 α ) , since ω G (Ω—Mλ) r\ (Ω—Mμ) implies ^ = ^ . Thus we obtained
#G,4 such that # = * V ( 0 V ) .
Conversely suppose that 2 is a closed sublattice of Θ(^4) satisfying
(l)-(3). Then it follows from Theorem 2.1 that Σ ^ / ( L ) . Let Θ(J) be
the element of 2 corresponding to JeJ(L) and put θ* = θ{Pω)y where
Pω={M; MeL% M3ω}.
Then it follows from Theorem 3.1 that A is
decomposed into an L-restricted subdirect union of {Θ*{A) ωGΩ} and
x=ΞΞy{θ(M\) is equivalent to {ω # ω φ j y ω } < M . Now suppose that x =
{xω; ω G Ω} eA and {yω ω e Ω } e 110* (.4) satisfy {ω : xω=¥yω} <Me L.
Since y,€0*(i4), we can find yeA
such that ^ = 0 * ^ ) = ^ . Since 0*
and θ(η) are permutable, by Lemma 2.5, and θ*\jθ{η) = Iy we can find
**€ ^4 such that xv^x(e(rj)) and χηη^yι(θf)f
accordingly χvω = xω for ω φ ^
and j t ? = ^ = ^ . Now put 0ω = 0(M-ω) for ωeM. Then θωeK(Z) and
Λ<**vθ»> = θ(y) S i n c e Λδ = ^(0(^)^0(^7)), we can find j;*G^4 such that
jy*=* ω (0(M-ω)) for ωGM, by the condition (3). If ωeM, y* = x°=yω,
and if ωGM, jy* = ^ for any ηeM and hence y*=χω=yω.
Thus <y* =
{jyω ω G Ω} and {Θ*(A) ω G Ω} becomes the L-restricted direct factorization. So the proof is completed.
If ΛωeΩ0ω=O> then A is decomposed into a subdirect union of
{0*04) ω G Ω} and congruence relations Θ\M) are defined. If θ(η)\Jθ* = I
and θ(η) and 0* are permutable, then for x, y G A we can find xη eA
such that J^ΞΞΞA^O?)) and ^ = / ( 0 * ) . Then the condition (II) of L-
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restricted direct decompositions follows from complete permutability of
{Θ(M) MeL}, as is shown above. Hence
An algebra A is decomposed into the complete direct
union of {θ* (A) ω e Ω>} if and only if
COROLLARY.

(i)
(3 )

Λω^*=o,
{ΛωGM^ί

(2) ( Λ .

Me 2Ω} is completely permutable.

Now L is an atomic, relatively complemented, distributive lattice.
Conversely if /f(Σ) is such a lattice and {θω ω e Ω} is the set of atoms
of K(Σ)y then corresponding θeK(I<) to Λf= {ω # ω < # } , we obtain an
isomorphism between K(Σ) and a lattice of subsets of Ω. If 0* is the
congruence relation corresponding to the prime ideal Pω= {θ ;θ^θωy
θeK&)}, then θ(M)eK(Έ,), which corresponds to M, is written Θ(M) =
Λω€Ω-M^ί, since (0(M)] = / \ ω G Ω _ M P ω . Moreover if Θ(M) € /Γ(S) and ω e M,
then ZT(Σ) contains Θ(M— ω) which is the complement of θω in the interval
[0, Θ(M)~\. Now if 2 contains 0 and /, A is decomposed into subdirect
union of {Θ*(A) ω € θ } . Assume .0(M) €/f(Σ) and N<My and choose
Λ G A and y£UΘ*(A) so that {ω Λ ω Φy w }=iV. If /C(Σ) is completely
permutable, then we can show jy G ^4 in the same way as in the last
part of the proof of the above theorem. Then it is easy to show that
θχ(x, y) € K(l) is written in the form Θ(N). Hence K(Σ) is isomorphic
with an ideal L of 2Ω, and A can be decomposed into an L-restricted
direct union. So we can infer
3.3. The representations of an algebra A as a (restricted)
direct union of {Aω; ωGΩ} correspond one-one withe losed sub lattices Σ of
Θ(A) satisfying that (1) Σ 3 θ , /, (2) K(Σ) is an atomic, relatively complemented, distributive lattice as a sublattice of ®(A), (3) K(Ί) is completely
permutable.
THEOREM

Complete direct factorizations correspond to S such that /Γ(Σ) 3 /.
Now congruence relations on a Boolean algebra A are permutable, but
K(®(A)) is not completely permutable unless A is complete, as is shown
in Theorem 2.3. Hence the above condition (3) cannot be replaced by
usual permutability. Moreover Theorem 2.3 indicates that the condition
that JΪ"(Σ) is atomic cannot dispense with. But it seems that complete
Boolean algebras yield fundamental models of direct factorizations of
all algebras.
4.

Fintely restricted factorizations
In Theorem 3.3 finitely restricted factorizations correspond to Σ in
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which if(2) satisfies the descending chain condition. On that occasion
2 becomes a Boolean algebra. Further we can show generally
LEMMA 4.1. The ideal lattice /(if) of a semilattice K is complemented
and modular if and only if K is a relatively complemented modular lattice
satisfying the descending chain condition.

If a/ denotes a relative complement of a^a't^ in [#Li> Ή
in a complemented modular lattice, then I—a<^>ax^>a2^> ~ implies
O = ao'<^a1'<^a2'<^~- hence a complemented modular lattice satisfying
one chain condition has a finite length. Let if be a relatively complemented modular lattice satisfying the descending chain condition and /
any ideal in if. If Γ = {/v} is a maximal chain of ideals satisfying
/ v n / = 0 , then the set-sum /' of all / v is also an ideal satisfying f r\J
= 0. Given aeK, the principal ideal (a~\ has a finite length; hence
(dQ/M/u/') becomes a principal ideal (b~\ and any x€j, y£j' satisfy
ar\(x\jy)<Λ.
If V is a relative complement of b such that 6A&' = 0,
b\Jb' = a, then bf r\(χ\jy)<iar\{χ\jy) < δ and bfr\(χ\jy) <Cδ'nδ = 0.
Hence ((y\Jb')r\x)\jy={y\jb/)Γ\(χ\jy)=y\j(b/r\(x\jy))=y
and so ((y^b')
r\x<,yr\x = 0; namely (J'\J(b'^)r\J=O. Since Γ is a maximal chain,
it follows that VeJ' and a = b\Jb'ef\jj\
Thus J\JJ' = K and J(K) is
complemented. Conversely if J(K) is complemented and modular and
/<(tfQ> then /' exists such that Jr\J' = Q and /w/' = (dfj, whence we
have bej, b'ef
such that b^Jb' = a. It follows from the modular law
that J=(b~]y Jf=(br~\ and hence {a~\ satisfies the ascending chain condition. Further Ot;]n(jΓj must be a principal ideal and hence if contains
xr\y. We conclude altogether that if is a relatively complemented
modular lattice satisfying the descending chain condition.
Further if if(2) is a lattice satisfying the descending chain condition,
it follows from Theorem 2.2 that complete permutability can be replaced
by usual permutability hence we infer
PROOF.

THEOREM 4.1. The representations of an algebra A as a finitely
restricted direct union {Aω;©6Ω} correspond one-one with closed sublattices
2 of ®(A) satisfying that (1) 2 6 0,/, (2) 2 is a Boolean algebra, (3) all
congruence relations in 2 are permutable.

Furthermore we can show that a V~ c l° s e ( l sublattice 2 of ®(A)
which is complemented and modular and contains 0, / generates a
finitely restricted factorization.
LEMMA 4 2. Let 2 be a \J-closed modular sublattice of a compelete,
upper continuous lattice Θ and S(Ω) = {θω: ω6Ω} a subset of elements θω
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of 2 different from 0 and satisfying that \/ω^Ωθω = I and θ7]r\/\ω^Ω_Ί]θω=:O
for all η £ Ω. Then the closed sublattice of Θ generated by S(Ω) is isomorphίc with 2 Ω .
Put θ{M) = \J^Mθω and 0(0) = 0 . If Θ(M)=Θ{N) and veM
-N, then\/ωeΩ_71θω>θ(N)
= θ(M)>θη and θΊ9 = θvr\\/^Q_1lθΛ = 0. Hence
Θ{M) = Θ{N) implies M = # Put 0* = V«€Q-A> ^(Λf) = Λ-€Q-M^Ϊ and
<p(Ω) = /. Then <?(M) > 0 ( M ) . Since φ(M) r\Θ(M) = Θ{M), M is contained
in a maximal chain {NΛ} of subsets of Ω such that <p(M) A θ(Nα) = Θ(M).
Then N=\JNα
also satisfies φ(M)r\θ(N) = θ(M), since <9(Λ^) f 0(ΛO and
Θ is upper continuous. Suppose that ω e O — Λ^<Ω—M. Then ^* > φ ( M ) ,
Θ*>Θ(N) and 6>ω, 6>* and 0(iV) are elements of a modular lattice Σ ;
hence we have
φ(M)r\θ(N+ω)<θ*r\(θω\Jθ(N))==(ΘZr\θω)\jθ(N)==θ(N)
and φ(M)r\θ(N+ω) = φ(M)r\θ(N) = θ{M), which contradicts that {iVΛ}
is a maximal chain. Therefore 9>(M)n0(f2):=0(Af) and φ(M) = θ(M),
since β(ί2) = />^(Af). Thus \/θ(M.) = θ(\/MΛ), ^\θ{Mα) = θ{^Mα) and
the closed sublattice generated by {θω co e Ω} is a Boolean algebra isomorphic with 2 Ω .
PROOF.

LEMMA 4.3. If α \J-closed sublattice 2 of ®(A) is complemented and
modular then there exists a subset S(Ω) == {θω ω € Π} 0/ points of 2 swc/z
//zatf fA^ closed sublattice of &(A) generated by S(Ω) w ^ Boolean algebra
and contains 0, / 0/ 2.
PROOF. We shall first show that 2 is atomic. Let θ be any element
of 2 different from 0 and ff a complement of θ. Choose two elements
x, y of A so that #φjy(0')> a n d consider the partially ordered set C(x, y)
of all congruence relations ΘΛ e 2 such that xφy(θΛ).
Then 0' is contained
in a maximal chain Γ in C(x, y). Put σ = suρΓ. x=y((r) means x=y
(ΘΛ) for some θaeΓ; hence Λ φjy(σ) and besides σ e S . If σ<^τ<^I and
τ G 2 , then r ' € 2 exists such that rr\r' = σ9 r\jr' = I. Since Γ is a
maximal chain, #=ΞJ;(T), χ=y(r') and hence x=y{σ).
Therefore σ is a
maximal element of 2. Then its relative complement </, satisfying
/
and <r\Jσ=I, covers θf and hence tfnσ-' covers 0, by Dedekind's
(rr\σ=θ
transposition principle. Thus 2 is atomic. Now let {θω\ ω ω 6Ω*} be the
set of all points of 2 and consider a maximal chain C(M) of subsets M
of indices ω satisfying that 0r)r\\/ω^M_Ύlθω = 0 for all ηeM.
If Ω is the
set-sum of MeC(M), then we have V ω € M - A t V « e o - A a n d ^i,^V«€Q-A
= 0 for all 97 €Ω, since Θ(A) is upper continuous. Put \ / ^ Ω - A = ^
Then <9*€Σ. If φ = θΊI\Jθ* = \/ωzQθ<oΦl, then a complement 9/ of ^
contains a point 0$ of 2, which satisfies θξΓ\\/ω€Qθω = O and θωr\{θξ\Jθ*)
=θmr\φr\(θt\Jθ*)=θvr\{(φr\θι)κjθ*)=θmr\θ*=:O;
namely 0 , A
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= 0 for all η£Ω+ξ, which contradicts that C(M) is a maximal chain.
Hence θωr\θ* = 1 and S(Ω) = {θω ω £ Ω} satisfies the conditions in Lemma
42. Thus the closed sublattice generated by S(Ω) is a Boolean algebra
Ω
isomorphic with 2 .
Again θ* are maximal elements in 2 and the above Boolean algebra
{Θ(M)} is considered to be generated by {#* ω£Ω}. Then we can
deduce immediately
THEOREM 4.2. // a \J-closed sublattice 2 of S(A) containing 0 and
I is complemented and modular, then we can choose a set {θ* ω £ Ω} of
maximal elements of 2 so that A be decomposed into an irredundant, finitely
restricted, subdirect union of {Θ*(A) ω € θ } . If all congruence relations
of 2 are permutable moreover, then the above factorization is a finitely
restricted direct factorization.

We may choose many systems of maximal elements 0* satisfying
the condition of Theorem 4.2 from 2, and A may be factorized in many
ways. What sorts of relations are there among those factorizations?
In order to clarify this we first prove some lemmas.
LEMMA 4.4. Let 2 be a \J-closed modular sublattice of a complete,
upper continuous lattice Θ and S(Ω) ={θω; ω e Ω} a system of points θω
of 2 such that the closed sublattice of Θ generated by S(O) is isomorphic
with 2 Ω and contains 0, / of 2. Then θv can be replaced by any element
θ of 2 satisfying θr\θ* = 0 and Θ\JΘ* = I, where 6>* = \/ωeΩ-A>
PROOF. It is sufficient to prove that the closed sublattice generated
by S r (Ω)= {φω ω£Ω}, where φω = θω for ωφη and φv = θ, is isomorphic
with 2Ω and contains 0, /. Put φf = \/„&-&>„. If tΦv, then <pf =
\jωζo-s-r,βω^β = (βf^θ*)vθ
and φfr\φ* = ({θfr\θ*)\Jθ)r\θ* = {θΐr\θ*)
κj(θr\θ*) = θfr\θ*; hence <PtΓ\φf=:φtr\φ*r\φΐ = θtr\θ*r\θf = O. Since
\fωzΩφω=θ\jθ*
Ψiιr\φ* = θr\θ* = 0, we have φωr\φ* = 0 for all ω e Ω and
= /. Then it follows from Lemma 4.2 that the closed sublattice generated by S'(Ω) is isomorphic with 2Ω.
LEMMA 4.5. Let Θ, 2 and S(Ω) be the same as are defined in Lemma
4.4 and θ(M)=\/ωeMθω.
If <9e2 satisfies θr\θ(N)=:0 for some N<Ωy
then there exists M < Ω satisfying that θr\θ(M) = 0, θ\jθ(M)=I and
M^>N; hence θ and Θ(Ω—M) are perspective.
PROOF. N is contained in a maximal chain Γ of subsets My satisfying θr\θ(My)=0 and M=χ/My>N
also satisfies 0n0(M) = O, since θ is
upper continuous. Put φ = θ\jθ(M). Then φG2 and φφl implies
φr\θω = 0 for some.ωέΩ, since θω are points of 2 and \ / ω 6 Q ^ = /. Then
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we have
θr\Θ(M+ω)=θr\φr\(θω\jθ(M))=θ\j((φr\ΘJ\jθ{M))=θ\jθ(M)=Oy
which contradicts that Γ is a maximal chain. Thus θ\jθ(M)=I, completing the proof.
Now let A have a one-element subalgebra e and e=(elye2) in a
direct decomposition A = AλxA2 of A. If θ is the congruence relation
generated by the homomorphism from x 6 A to its A2-component x2, then
the congruence class C(θ) ={x x==e(θ)} is the subalgebra Af = {(#!, £2)
ΛiGΛi} of A which is isomorphic with Ax. Hence any direct factor
Θ*(A) may be replaced by the congruence class C(θω). Further, as is
already known, the projectivity between two congruence relations yields
an isomorphism between their congruence classes namely
4.6. Let A be an algebra with a one-element subalgebra e and
2 a sub lattice of Θ(A) such that 2 GO, / and all congruence relations in
2 are permutable. If [0> θ~\ and [0, φ~\ are projectiυe intervals in 2, then
the congruence classes C(θ) and C(φ) are isomorphic.
LEMMA

It is obviously seen that the congruence class C(Θ(M)) (the homorphic image of A mod 0(Π—M) in general) is isomorphic with the finitely
restricted direct union of {C(θj ωeM}({0*(A); ωGM}) in the factorization mentioned in Theorem 4.1 hence from Lemma 4.5 we can deduce
THEOREM 4.3. Let A be an algebra with a one-element subalgebra and
2 a \J-closed sub lattice of ®(A) such that 2 3 0, / and all congruence
relations in 2 are permutable. If the closed sublattice of ®(A) generated
by a set {θω ω e Ω} of points of 2 forms a Boolean algebra and contains
0, /, then any congruence class C(θ) with # 6 2 is isomorphic with the finitely
restricted direct union of {C(θj ωGM}, where M is a subset of Xλ

4.7. Let 2 be a \J-closed modular sublattice of a complete,
upper continuous lattice Θ and Siβ) = {θω ω <Ξί2}, S(H) = {<PV; y€H} two
systems of points of 2 satisfying the conditions in Lemma 4.4. Then there
is a one-one correspondence from S(Ω) into S(H), under which corresponding two elements are perspective.
LEMMA

Using the axiom of choice, we can well-order O, so that
ί2={l, ••., a, -..,λ, -} and S(Ω)nS(iϊ) = {0μ; / * «
and put ?>μ = 0μ
for μ<^oc. If φμ is defined for each μ<^\ so that φμeS(H) and φ^Φφ^
for μφvy then we may regard the subset Cλ={μ; /*<C^}fi^ a s a
subset of H. Let Dλ be a subset of H such that C λ < D λ < / / , and put
Ek = Ω — C λ , Ωλ = Dλ + Eλ. If we put Dtt = Cen then the closed sublattice
generated by
PROOF.

S(ΩJ = {φm v e DJ + {θμ μ£Eα}=

S(Ω)
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is an atomic Boolean algebra and contains 0, / of 2. Now let λ be an
ordinal number, and {ςpv v<^μ}y Dμ and S(Oμ) be defined for all
so that
(1)
(2)
(3)

<pv and 0V be perspective and φ^£ {φv;
Cμ<Dμ<H and D,<Dμ for v<μ,
the closed sublattice generate by
S(aμ)={φv;

eDμ} + {θ,;

v

ηeH—DJ,

veEμ)

be an atomic Boolean algebra containing 0, / of 2. Accordingly φ(Dμ) r\
θ{Eμ) = 0 and φ(Dμ) \Jθ(Eμ) == /, where φ(Dμ) = \/veDμφv and 0(Eμ) = \ Λ ^ A .
Then we shall construct S(Ωλ) satisfying the above conditions.
Case I : λ— l = μ exists. Let 'ψ jf be the complement of θμy which
is contained in {#v v £Eμ}y in the Boolean algebra generated by S{Ωμ).
Then, ψ ϊ > ^ ( ^ ) . If ψ £ > ^ * for all V€H-Dμ,
ψ* must coincide with
/; therefore φr)r\ψ$ = 0 and φ^xjψ^ — I for some ηeH—Dμy since #?„ is
a point and ψ J a maximal element of 2. Put ^ μ = ^ η and Dμ,+1 = Dμ + ^,
i.e., {^ ^ e D J = {<£\, η£Dμ] +φμ. Then it follows from Lemma 4.4
that the system S(Γ2λ) = {<£>„ η £ Dλ} + {^v v e Eλ}, which is obtained by
replacing θμ, of S(ί2μ) by ^ μ , satisfies the condition (3) mentioned above.
The other conditions (1), (2) are obvious.
Case II: λ is a limit-ordinal. In this case {φμ; μ < λ } are all
defined. Put Z ) = V W Λ
Then φ(Dμ) \ <p(D) and φ{DlL)r\θ(<E>)<φ(Dμ)
r\θ(Eμ)=0 for all ^ < λ ; hence <p(D)r\θ(Eλ)=0. It follows from Lemma
4.5 that there exists Dλ<H such that φ(Dλ)r\θ(Eλ)=0, φ{Dx)\jθ{Ex) = I
and Dλ>D. The conditions (1), (2) are satisfied. We show that S(ί2λ)
= {Ψv 5 ^7G ^λ} + {0V y β Eλ} satisfies the condition (3). If we set ψ\, = φv
for y€Dλ, ψv = θv for veEx and ψf = V^QX-fi^, then \Jζ^^ζ = φ(Dx)
\jθ(Eλ) = I and we may write ψf = φ((Ω λ —f)nD λ )u0((Ω λ —i)nE λ ). For
—y)) = φvr\φ(Dλ—η)=0
and it is similar for ξ = v€Ex. Hence
rrrO for all ?Gί2 λ and it follows from Lemma 4.2 that the closed
sublattice generated by S(ί2λ) is an atomic Boolean algebra.
If for some λ, H—Dλ is exhausted, then <p(Dλ)=I and hence θ(Eλ) =
0 namely Ex is void. So we can find φλ for all λ £ Ω and the proposition is thus proved.
THEOREM 4.4. Let Σ be a \J-closed modular sublattice of a complete,
upper continuous lattice θ and S(Ω) ={θω; ω£Ω} and S{H) = {φv \η£H}
two systems of points of 2 such that both the closed sublattices of Θ
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generated by them are atomic Boolean algebras and contain 0, / of Σ.
Then there is a one-one correspondence between S{Ω) and S(H) and the Θω
and θv are projective in pairs.
Let θω be any element of S(ί2) and P(ω) the class of all
elements of S(Π) projective to Θω in Σ. Again let Θω correspond to φv
under the correspondence mentioned in Lemma 4.7. Then the images
of the elements in P(ω) under this correspondence are projective to φv
in Σ and containd in the class P(η) of all elements of S(H) projective
to φv. So P(ω) corresponds one-one with a subset of P(η). Conversely
we may consider a similar correspondence from S(H) into S(Γ2), under
which P(η) corresponds one-one with a subset of P(ω). Then there exists
a one-one correspondence between P(ω) and P{η). Thus we can find a
one-one correspondence between all classes P(ω) and P(η)y and the theorem
is proved.
PROOF.

Referring Lemma 4.6, we infer that the factorization of an algebra
with a one-element subalgebra mentioned in Theorem 4.2 is not influenced by the selection of the system S(O) to within isomorphism.
COROLLARY. Let i4 = Πω€QC(0J==Π1J€/fC(9>,) be two representations of
an algebra A with a one-element subalgebra as a finitely restricted direct
union. If there exists a \J~closed sublattice Σ of ®(A) such that θω and
φv are points of Σ and all congruence relations in Σ are permutable, then
there is a one-one correspondence between Ω and H, and the C(θω) and
C(φv) are pairwise isomorphic.

A congruence relation θ on A is called a decomposition congruence
relation if and only if θ has a complement θ' which is permutable with
θ; that is to say, A is decomposed into Θ(A) xθ'(A).
All congruence
relations Θ(M) mentioned in Theorem 3.2 are decomposition congruence
relations. If θ and φ are two decomposition congruence relations and
θ<^φy then it is easy to see Θ(A) ^φ(A) xφ*(A)> where φ* = θ\jφ' hence
if Θ(A) is an indecomposable direct factor, θ is a maximal decomposition
congruence relation. Conversely if a direct factor Θ(A) is decomposed
into a direct union φθ(A)xφ'θ(A)9 then evidently φθ is a decomposition
congruence relation on A and φθ^>θ hence if θ is a maximal decomposition congruence relation, then Θ(A) is directly indecomposable.
Now let A be an algebra on which all congruence relations are permutable and all decomposition congiuence relations form a sublattice
®0(A) of ®(A). If ®0(A) is V - c l o s e d i n ΘW)> t h e n i t : follows from
Theorem 4.2 that A is decomposed into a finitely restricted direct union
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of directly indecomposable factors. Conversely suppose that A is decomposed into a finitely restricted direct union of indecomposable factors
{0*04) ω€ί2}, and define θω and Θ(M) as before. Given a subset {φ^}
of ®0{A)y we set ψμ. = X/vo^v and assume ψ μ e Θ 0 for μ < X K λ—1
exists, then irλ^=ψλ_1\jφk_1e®0.
If λ is a limit ordinal, then -ψμtψλ.
We can find a maximal subset M of ί2 satisfying ψλ Aί(M) = 0. ψ λ w
implies ψ μ v0(M)3!;<9 ω and hence ( γ μ u 0 ( M ) ) n 0 ω = O for all
, since ('ψy L w0(M))n0 ω eΘ o and # ω is a point in Θ o . Since ψμ,\Jθ(M)
t ψλ\Jθ(M), we have (γ λ u0(M)) Λ^ ω = 0, (ψλ\Jθ(M))r\(θ(M) \Jθu) =
((ψk\Jθ(M))r\θω)\Jθ(M)) = θ(M) and -ψ λ A0(M+ω) = ψλ A0(M)=O, which is
a contradiction. Hence ψλ\Jθ(M) >6>ω for all ω € Ώ—M and so ^ λ v;0(M)=:
/ ; acchrdingly ψ λ 6 Θ 0 and thus Θo is V ~ c l ° s e d
THEOREM 4.5. Let A be an algebra on which all congruence relations
are permutable and decomposition congruence relations form a sublattice
®0(A) of ®(A). Then A is decomposed into a finitely restricted direct
union of directly indecomposable factors if and only if ®0(A) is \J-closed
in ®(A).

If A contains a one-element subalgebra moreover, then ®0(A) satisfies
the conditions in Cor. of Theorem 4.4; hence
COROLLARY. Let A = HωζςiAω = Ilr}ζHBΎI be any two representations of
an algebra A as a finitely restricted direct union of indecomposable factors,
where (1) A has a one-element subalgebra, (2) all congruence relations on
A are permutable, (3) all decomposition congruence relations on A form a
sublattice of ®(A). Then there is a one-one correspondence between ίl and
H, and the Aω and Bv are pair wise isomorphic.

5. Factorizations into simple factors
Almost all of well-known algebras, such as groups, rings etc., have
modular structure lattices. Applying the results in the last paragraph,
we shall discuss the finitely restricted factorizations of such algebras
into simple factors.
If θ* is a maximal element of ®{A)y then the homomorphic image
Θ*(A) of A is simple. Therefore if ®(A) is complemented and modular,
then we can infer, by using Theorem 4.2, that A is decomposed into
an irredundant, finitely restricted subdirect union of simple factors.
We shall prove the converse of this fact. Let A be an algebra with
a modular structure lattice ®(A) and decomposed into an irredundant,
finitely restricted, subdirect union of simple algebras {Aω ω E 12}. Define
θ* and Θ(M) in the same way as in Theorem 3.1; namely 0(M) = / \ ω € Q _ M 0 *
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and x=y(θ{M)) means {ω xωΦyω}<M.
Since θ*(A)=Aω
is simple,
#* is maximal, and since the factorization is irredundant, 0w = 0(ω);^0*
hence θω\Jθ* = I. We shall first prove θ(M) = \/ωeMθω.
If we put
V«»eM^ = ^ W , then evidently <p(M)<θ(M). Suppose that x=y(θ(M))
and put {ω xωφyω} =N. Then N<,M and TV is a finite set, so we put
N= {ωly •••, ω j and iV, = {ω^ ••-, ω, } for ί = l, •••, n. Evidently Θ(N1) =
θ(ωλ)<φ(M).
From θ(Ni_λ)<φ(M) we can deduce Θ(N{) = (θω.\jff£.)r\θ(Ni)
= θ».\j(θlir\θ(Ni)) = θ»i\Jθ(Ni_ύ<<PiM)\
hence we have
θ(N)<φ(M)
and Λ;ΞΞΞJ/(^(M)). Thus θ(M)<iφ(M).
Now let <9 be any congruence
relation on A and consider a maximal chain Γ of subsets My of O
satisfying θr\θ(My)=0.
It follows from the above argument that M=
supΓ satisfies θ(My) ^ Θ(M) and hence θr\θ(M) = 0. As a complement
#ω of a maximal element θ* is a point, φ = θ\Jθ{M)^θω implies φr\θω = 0
and θ r\θ{M + ω) = θ r\φ r\{θω\j Θ{M)) = Θ r\{(φ Γ\ΘJ\J Θ(M)) = θ r\θ{M) = 0y
which is impossible since Γ is a maximal chain. Then Θ\JΘ(M) >VωeΩ^ω =
Θ(Ω) = I. Thus θ has a complement #(M). In summary
5.1. Let A be an algebra with a modular structure lattice
®(A). Then A can be decomposed into an irredundant, finitely restricted,
subdirect union of simple factors if and only if ®{A) is complemented.
THEOREM

This is a generalization of the following result which has been
guessed by the author and proved by Tanaka [7].
COROLLARY.
Congruence relations on a lattibe L form a Boolean algebra
if and only if L can be decomposed into an irredundant, finitely restricted,
subdirect union of simple factors.

Further referring Theorem 4.5, we have
THEOREM 5.2. Let A be an algebra on which all congruence relations
are permutable. Then A can be decomposed into a finitely restricted direct
union of simple factors if and only if ®(A) is complemented. Moreover
if A contains a one-element subalgebra, then the factorization is unique to
within isomorphism.

This yields the condition in order that a group or a ring be completely reducible namely
A group G {with or without operators) can be decomposed
into a finitely restricted direct product of simple groups if and only if
every normal subgroup H has a complementary normal subgroup H' satisfying
Hr\H'={e),
COROLLARY.

4)

For instance, vector spaces satisfy this condition.
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This includes the results of Blair [2] on the decomposition of rings
into simple rings or minimal ideals.
6. Algebras with distributive structure lattices
We shall first show an extended unique factorization theorem for
an algebra A on which congruence relations form a distributive lattice.
Let an algebra A be decomposed into an L-restricted direct union
of {A% ξ € Ξ} and each factor A$ decomposed into an /^-restricted
direct union of {Avφ η(ξ) £ Hξ}. If L* is the family of subsets M*
of Ω={v(ξ); v(ξ)eHf:y ξea} written in the forms M^ = \/^MMξ with
MeL and MξeLξ, then it is obviously seen that L* is an ideal of the
Boolean algebra 2Ω and A is isomorphic with the L*-restticted direct
union of {A^φ η(ξ) 6 Ω}. We call the L*-restricted direct decomposition
A = TίL*Amφ just mentioned a refinement of the decomposition A = HLA%.
THEOREM 6.1. Let B, H be two sets of indices ξy η and X, Y ideals
of the Boolean algebras 2Ξ, 2H respectively. If an algebra A with a distributive structure lattice is directly decomposed in two ways A = UXA^ =
ΠFylη, then there exists a common refinement A = ULAξv such that A% =
and AV

We assume, without loss of generality, that each of A%
and Av contains two or more elements, but some of A^ may be oneelement algebras.
REMARK.

PROOF. Define the congruence relations θfy φ*y θ% and φv as before :
fff{x)=xteAt, φ^(x)=xy)eAv> θ^\jθf=Iyθ^r\θf = O9 φv\jφ*=I, φvr\φ*=
0. Put φ& = θf\jφ*. If xt = yt, then θf(x) = θf(y) and hence ψfv(x) =
ψfv(y) for all ηeH.
Hence defining &*(x%) =^f>,(x)=Xξv
(similarly
rf(xv)=xtv), we obtain a homomorphism σ* from A$ onto Aξv = ψf7)(A).
Suppose that x^=y^ for all ηeH, in other words j C Ξ ^ ^ ψ f , ) , Then
since θ^r\ψfΊI = θ^r\(θf\jφf) = θir\φ^9 θξr\/\^Hψfv</\^Hφ^
= 0 and
/\^Hψ^ = A^Hψtr\{θ^\Jθf) = (/\^Hψ^r\θdκjθf=θf9
we infer that
XΞΞΞy(θf), namely jcξ=jvg; hence the mapping x^-*{x^l y£H} is an
isomorphism of Aξ into UV^HA^V and A% is decomposed into a subdiret
union of {A%v η G H). Now if x and y are any two elements of A and
ξ is a fixed index in H, then it is evident that {η; Λ ^ Φ ^ J < {77 *„#=
yv} e Y. Conversely suppose that x^= {x%v y£H}, y$= {y^ η e H} with
χi: = θ*(x)€At:, ^ e Π ^ \ and M= {v % φ ^ } e 7 . We can choose
a set of elements z^eA so that ψfη(zv) = y%v, and an elements zeA so
v
that zv = xr) for ^ e M a n d zv = z v for ηeM, since {η;
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Then if ηeM, we have z^ = rf(z1l)=rf{xv)=x^ri
= y^y and if ηGM,
Zξv = rf {zl) = ψfη (z*) = y%v hence j§ = z$ e Aξ. Thus At is isomorphic
with a Y-restricted direct union of {A^
yeH}.
Now if Aξ is directly indecomposable, then Λ&, are one-element
algebras except some one AξιVφy so θf\jφ* = I for ^ Φ ^ d ) . Then
#* = Λ Λ 6H(^*vφ*) = θ*\jφ*Φ>φ*Φ.
Moreover if AvΦ is directly indecomposable, we infer similary φ*φl>θfί-nΦϊ and hence #*>#ίLcξ)) then
ξ(η{ξ))=ξ, for otherwise θf = θf\jθfiΎtΦ^=L
Hence if all of Aξ and i4,
are directly indecomposable, there is a one-one correspondence between
S and i/ under which the corresponding congruence relations θf and
φ* are identical. Further observing that {ξ Λ;ξφ^} corresponds to
{77; XrjΦyy,} under this correspondence, we conclude
COROLLARY. Let A be an algebra on which congruence relations form
a distributive lattice. Then for any two direct factorizations of A into
directly indecomposable factors, A = HXA^ = UYA1I9 there exists a one-one
correspondence ξ->η{ξ) between factors under which X^ Y and Aξ^Avφ.

It follows from Theorem 6.1 that two direct decompositions A =
Θ(A) x Θ*(A) = <p(A) x <p'(A) yield a refinement A = ψ^A) x f2 (A) x ψ3 (A) x
ψ4{A)y where ψ1 = θ\jφy ψ2 = θ\jφ'y ψ3=zθ'\jφ, >fA = θ'\jφf. Putting
together the three factors, we have a decomposition A = ψ(A) xψ'(A)
with ψ = θ\jφ and ψ' = θf r\ φf hence all decomposition congruence
relations from a sublattice ®0(A) of ®{A). Further if θ is a decomposition congruence relation there exists for any pair x, y an element z
such that xθzffy. So x=y(θ\jφ) implies z = x=yψ\jφ) and z=y mod
θf r\ (0\jφ) = θ' r\φ hence θ is permutable with any congruence relation φ.
THEOREM 6.2. All decomposition congruence relations on an algebra
A with a distributive structure lattice ®(A) form a Boolean algebra as a
sublattice of ®(A) and they are permutable with any congruence relation.

Referring Theorem 4.5 and its proof, we have
COROLLARY. An algebra A with a distributive structure lattice Θ(Λ)
is decomposed into a finitely restricted direct union of indecomposable factors
if and only if the set of decomposition congruence relations is \J-closed in

We shall next show an application of this corollary. We say that
a lattice L satisfies the restricted chain condition if every closed interval
of L satisfies either one of chain conditions. Let ΘΛ be decomposition
congruence relations on a lattice L satisfying the restricted chain condition and put Θ = \JΘΛ. If an interval [JC, y~\ satisfies the ascending
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condition, then we can find a maximal eleriient z satisying x==z(θ) arid
jfc<2<3\ Since θa is a decomposition congruence relation, we c&ri find

an element U such that zθjuθjy arid z<ji<iy.

Then u=z=x{θ)

ύϊiύ

herίce u = z, since 2 is a maximal element satisfying XΈ=Z(Θ). Thus
z=y(ΘJ) for every 0/. If we put 0/ = /\0 Λ / , then every interval [*, >]
satisfies ΛSJI((9w0') hence θ\jθ' = I. It is easy to show θ'r\θ = \J{θ'r\0 J
= 0. Since 0' is 'permutable with every 0 tt , (9 and 0' are permutable.
l
Thus θe®0(A) and ΘO(Λ) is
THEOREM 6.3. A/ry lattice satisfying the restricted chain condition is
a finitely restricted direct union of directly indecomposable lattices.
COROLLARY. If a lattice L with 0, / satisfies either one of chain
conditions, then L is decomposed into a direct union of a finite number
of indecomposable factors.

Now let an algebra A with a distributive structure lattice be decomposed into an L-restricted direct union of indecomposable factors
{Θ*(A)\ ωeΩ} and define θω, Θ(M) as before. Given θ e®ό(A), we set
M= {ω # ω < # } . Since θω is a point in Θ o , we get for ω e Ω - M ,
θώr\θ = Oy θ* = θ*\j(θωr\θ) = θ*\jθ>θ and0(M)=Λ ω €Ω-M0*>0. Again
the complement 0' of 0 satisfies θωr\θ' = 0 for ω €M, where 0 ( Ω - M ) > 0 / .
So we conclude altogether Θ = Θ(M). Accordingly
THEOREM 6.4. If an algebra A with a distributive structure lattice
®(A) is decomposed into a (restricted) direct union of indecomposable
factors, then ®0(A) is atomic and [\-closed in ®(A).

7.

Direct decomposition of complete lattices

Congruence relations on a lattice L form a distributive lattice Θ(L)
and decomposition congruence relations on L form a Boolean algebra ®Q{L)
as a sublattice of ®(L). So applying the results in the last paragraph,
we shall discuss the direct decompositions of complete lattices.
THEOREM

7.1. For a complete lattice L the following conditions are

equivalent:
( 1 ) L is a direct union of directly indέcomposάbk lattices,
( 2 ) Θ0(L) is atomic and [\-closed in ®(L),
( 3 ) ®0(L) is atomic and / \ ω € Ω 0 * = O , where {0^; ω € θ } is the sei of
all maximal elements in Θ0(L).
PROOF.

(1) implies (2) by Theorem 6.4 arid it is easy to see that
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(2) implies (3). If (3) holds, then L is decomposed into a subdirect union
of directly indecomposable lattices {#*(L) ωGΩ}. Given {xω; ω£Ω}
ω
ω
with xωeθ*(L), we can find x eL such that θ*(x )=xω and y°eL such
ω
ω
that O ^ y f O " and 00ωy θ^χ y where #ω is the complement of θ*. Put
ω
v
\J^Qy = y, We can find x eL such that y < ^ < , y and yθfa^θ^y.
ll
a
Λ
Since y 0ωO. and so ^0*0 for ω φ ^ w e have
fθ*f\jy*θ*z \jy θlly\jy =ym
7l
ω
η
η
Then z \Jy θ*y θ*z' and z'vyθ^yθ^έ* accordingly z*\jy = z* and ^ > y °
η
for all ωeίλ Thus we have z =yy yθ*fθ*χ* and (9*(y)= θ*(x*) = xv for
all 77 € Ω. So L is isomorphic with the complete direct union of {θ* (L)
Further let us consider the case that L is atomic. If p is a point
of L and 0eΘo(L), then it is easy to see that/>=0(6>) or p=0(θ') holds.
Let {ΘJ be all elements of ®0(L) satisfying p=0(θa). If ^6®O(L)
satisfies 0<^<6» = /\6»Λ, then we have pφO(<p)yp==O(φ') andp=Ξθ(θrΛφ').
Hence if Θ0(L) is Λ- cl osed in Θ(L), then θr\φ' £®0(L), φf>θ and ^ = 0,
so we can show that ®0(L) is atomic.
COROLLARY. A complete atomic lattice L is a direct union of directly
indecomposable lattices if and only if ®0(L) is /\-closed in ®(L).

It is well-known that a complete atomic Boolean algebra is decomposed into a direct union of the two-element lattices. Then it may be
a natural inquiry whether a complete atomic distributive lattice is directly
decomposed into indecomposable factors. But the answei is negative,
as shown below.
In a complete lattice L decomposition congruence relations ΘΛ correspond one-one to elements cΛ in the center C(L) so that C(θa) = {x
*=O(0J} = (cJ and C{θΛ) = {x\ * = / ( 0 J } = [ O
Further C(/\ΘΛ) =

= Λ(*-] = (Λ<V] and C W J = [ V O ; hence

LEMMA 7.1. Let L be a complete lattice. If ®0(L) is /\-closed in
Θ(L), then the center C(L) is a closed sub lattice of L.

Let Ω be a set which consists of a directed set of points p^ and
another point p, and introduce a topology in the space Ω so that if M
contains a cofinal subset of {pμ}y then M = M\Jp, otherwise M = M.
Then the lattice L of all closed subsets of Ω is complete, atomic and
distributive, and moreover Θ(L), Θ0(L) and C(L) are atomic nevertheless
L cannot be directly decomposed into indecomposable factors. We can
show more generally
THEOREM 7.2. Let L be the lattice of all closed subsets of a totally
disconnected T2-space Ω. Then L cannot be decomposed into a direct union
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of indecomposable factors, unless O is discrete.
If Ω is not discrete, then there exists a point p such that
Ω—p3 p. Since Ω is totally disconnected, we can find for every point
q=¥p an open and closed subset Mq so that Mq3 p and Mq3 q. Then
MqeC(L) and /\Mq=peC(L);
hence C(L) is not closed in L and the
theorem is proved with Lemma 7.1 and Theorem 7.1.
As is shown in a previous paper [4], the lattice Θ(L) of all congruence relations of a distributions lattice L is isomorphic with the
lattice of all open subsets of a totally-disconnected locally-compact TVspace.
PROOF.

COROLLARY. Let L be any distributive lattice.
Then Θ(L) cannot be
decomposed into a direct union of indecomposable factors, unless every
closed interval of L has a finite length.

8. The structure of relatively complemented lattices
Dilworth [3~] has proved that a relatively complemented lattice with
0, / satisfying the asceding chain condition is a direct union of a finite
number of simple lattices. We intend to generalize this result for atomic
relatively complemented lattices. In the present section we shall call a
lattice L atomic if and only if every interval of L contains a prime
interval and uniserial if and only if all prime intervals of L are projective.
First it is easy to show
8.1. All congruence relations on a relatively complemented
lattice are permutable.
LEMMA

8.2. Let xy yy z be any three elements of a relatively complemented lattice satisfying x<^y. Then any subinterval of the interval
[_xr\z, yr\z~\ {or [jcυ^, yvz~]) is projective to a subinterval of \_x, y~\.
LEMMA

PROOF. Suppose x r\z<lu<lv<Ly r\z. Let t be a relative
of u in [xr\z, v~\. Then it is easy to see x<^χ\Jt<Ly and
[xr\z, f\ and [#, χ\Jt~\ are successive transposes.
It follows from this lemma that any subinterval of
[xr\z, ZΊL is projective to a subinterval of its transpose [_x,
we infer

complement
that [w, υ~\,
an interval
χ\Jz~\ hence

COROLLARY. 1. Let [x, y] and \a, b~\ be projective intervals in a
relatively complemented lattice. Then any subinterval [u, v~\ of [#, y\ is
projective to some subinterval \_c> d~\ of \a, b~\.
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COROLLARY 2. Let an interval [x, y~] be projective to a prime interval
Lp> <ί\ in a relatively complemented lattice. Then any subinterval of \jxy y\
is projective to [py q~\.
LEMMA 8.3. Let xy yy z be elements of a relatively complemented lattice
satisfying x<y<z.
If \_xy z~\ contains a prime interval [/>, q], then either
Lχ> yΛ o r Cjy> z~\ contains a subinίerval projective to [p, q~\.
PROOF. Let t be a relative complement of p in [#, q~\ and put tr\y = u.
If uφxy then [x, y] contains f xy u\ projective to [/>, q~\y and if u = xy
then [y, z~\ contains [y, y\Jf] projective to [py q~]
LEMMA 8.4. Let L be an atomic, relatively complemented lattice.
Then with every prime interval \_py q~\y a congruence relation θ* = Θ*\_ρy q~\
can be associated so that

( 1 ) pφq(θ*)>
(2) pφq(θ) imply Θ<θ*f
( 3 ) the homomorphic image Θ*(L) be uniserial,
(4 ) #*[£, q^\ = θ*[ry s~\ if and anly if [/>, q\ and \ry s~\ are projective.
We define # = ^ ( 0 * ) to mean that the interval \_xr\yy x^Jy\
contains no interval projective to [py q~\. If ay b are two elements
in [_xr\yy χ\Jy] and x=yψ*)y then a=b{6*). It follows from Lemma 8.2
that #=jy(<9*) implies (xr\y)r\z=Ξ(χ\jy)r\zψ*) and xr\z==yr\z(0*)y and
PROOF.

similary χ\Jz=y\Jz{θ*).

Then from Jt=jy, y=z(0*)

we can deduce

xr\yr\z=yr\zy
yr\z=ΞΞzy z=y\Jzy y\jZ==ΞX\Jy\jz(θ*) and that \_xr\yr\zy
χ\jy\jz~] cannot contain any interval projective to [_p, q~\y by Lemma 8.3
hence x==z(θ*). Thus <9* is a congruence relation. Now suppose that
pφq(θ) and x==y{θ). If \_xr\yy χ\jy~\ contains an interval projective to
Lp> θ\y then p==q(θ) follows; hence [xr\y, x\jy] cannot contain such a
subinterval and x=y(θ*)y proving (2). As (1) and (4) are obvious, it
remains to prove (3). If β * W < 9 * ( ) ) , then the interval [_xr\y, x\Jy]
must contain a prime interval [>, 5] projective to [/>, q\. It is obvious
that [β*(r), θ*(sY\ is a prime interval in Θ*(L) and ^ ( * ) < 0 * ( r ) < 0 * ( s ) <
θ*(y); hence Θ*(L) is atomic. Further if [β*(x), 0*(y)] is any prime
interval, then it coincides with [β*(r), 0*(s)] which is projective to [β*(p)9
Further if we define #=jy(#[/>, q~\) to mean that all prime intervals
contained in \_xr\yy χ\Jy] are projective to [/>, q\9 then it is similary
shown that θ\_ρy q~\ is a congruence relation and #*[/>, q\r\θ[ρy q~] = 0.
8.5. The congruence relation θ*\_ρy q~\ defined in Lemma 8.4
is a maximal decomposition congruence relation if either: (1) L satisfies
the restricted chain condition, or (2) L is conditionally complete.
LEMMA
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PROOF. Let \a, b~\ be any interval of L and S the set of elements
x satisfying x=a(0*[p, q~]) and a<x<Lb. (1) If \_a, b~\ satisfies the
ascending chain condition, then S contains a maximal element c. (2) If
\a, b~\ is complete, put c = supS. Then c = a{θ*[ρy q']). Indeed if \β, c\
contains a subinterval [r, s~\ projective to \_p, q~]y then the relative complement t of 5 in [r, c~\ satisfies t<^i\Jx<ίc for some xeS and hence
\β, x~\ contains a subinterval \_xr\t, x~\ projective to [p, q]. So in either
case, c is a maximal element in S. Suppose that £c, ft] contains a prime
interval [>, s] which is not projective to \_p, q]m If Ms a relative complement of r in \_c> s~\> then we have r=s and c = t{θ*)y which contradicts
that c is a maximal element in S. Hence c=b(θ[ρy q~]). Thus we get
a=b(θ*[py q~]\Jθlpy q-]) and θ*[p, q\\Jθ[p, q] = I9 whence θ*[p9 q\ is a
decomposition congruence relation. Any congruence relation φ^>θ*[_p> QΛ
annuls every prime interval hence every congruence relation θ Φ 0
satisfies r=s{φr\θ) for some prime interval [r, 5] and φr\ΘΦθ. So
ϋ*Lp> QΛ i s maximal in Θ0(L).
Now let {θ* ωGΩ} be the set of all congruence relations 0*=0*[j>, q~]
associated with prime intervals. Then it is obvious that Aωeo^ω^Oί
hence from Theorem 7.1 we can infer

8.1. A complete, atomic, relatively complemented lattice is
a direct union of uniserial, relatively complemented lattices.
THEOREM

A uniserial, relatively complemented lattice is directly indecomposable
but not always simple. We can show that if it satisfies the restricted
chain condition it is simple. Indeed a congruence relation θ =4= 0 on such
a lattice L annuls every prime interval hence if c is an element in any
interval [β, b~\ satisfying c==a(θ) and [p, q~\ is a prime interval contained
in \_c, 6], then the relative complement d of p in \jc> q~\ satisfies d=c=
a{θ)y and so a=b(θ).
Therfore combining Theorem 6.3 and Lemma 8.5, we have
8.2. A relatively complemented lattice satisfying the restricted chain condition is a finitely restricted direct union of simple, relatively
complemented lattices.
THEOREM

COROLLARY. All congruence relations on a relatively complemented
lattice satisfying the restricted chain condition form a Boolean algebra.
(Received May 8, 1957)
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